
My name is Takihara, President of Nisshin Seifun Group Inc.

Since being appointed President at the end of June, I have focused on addressing food

inflation, dealing with the Australia flour milling business, and formulating a

Medium-Term Management Plan accordingly.

In addition, last week on October 19, we announced a major impairment loss in our

Australia flour milling business. As president, I take the concerns of investors and

analysts that we have caused by such a loss very seriously, and I have renewed my

resolve to take charge in leading the entire Group to overcome this difficult situation.

In light of the crisis, I am redoubling my determination to push through any adversity

we encounter.

The Group has the tangible and intangible assets and corporate strength to surmount

this predicament and achieve further corporate growth.

Today, I would like to hold a financial results briefing to give you a life-size

understanding of our company's present and future. Thank you very much for your

cooperation.
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First of all, I would like to explain the first six months of Fiscal 2023 and Fiscal 2023

forecasts.
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Please see page 4.

In August, I visited Australia and had candid discussions with the local CEO for

almost a week.

As described, the Australian market and its environment have changed drastically

from when we acquired Allied Pinnacle Pty Ltd. (AP) in 2019 due to the COVID-19

impact, Ukrainian situation's influence, and other factors. As such, we have

determined that it will be difficult to achieve the business plan we initially expected.

On the other hand, the local CEO has built a sound relationship with major retailers

and also has a good grasp of his employees. As a result, he is confident that despite

the difficult environment, the business's performance can improve. Based on the

business plan agreed with the CEO on this assumption, we have reviewed the plan in

Japan and determined that it is necessary to record an impairment loss.

The impairment loss was a very large 55.8 billion yen when converted to yen. On the

other hand, since there will be no cash outflow this fiscal year and our core business

foundation is solid, we have decided to leave the dividend unchanged at an annual

rate of 39 yen per share.
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Please see page 5.

In the first six months results of Fiscal 2023, net sales increased to 388.7 billion yen

on the back of mainly the domestic wheat price revision, rising market prices in the

overseas flour milling business, and the effect of foreign exchange rates.

Operating profit increased to 15.9 billion yen mainly due to strong bran prices in the

domestic flour milling business and favorable performance in the overseas flour

milling business.

However, as explained earlier, as a result of impairment losses incurred by the

Australia flour milling business, the quarterly loss amounted to −37.8 billion yen.
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Page 6 shows the factors affecting the increase or decrease in operating profit.

The increase in operating profit was due to the positive factors in the flour milling

business, which offset the negative factors in the food business, such as the delayed

response to cost inflation and the fall in shipments of bulk pharmaceuticals.



Please turn to page 7.

At the financial results meeting in May, I mentioned that we must win the battle

against food inflation and cost inflation in Fiscal 2023.

Although the international wheat market has settled down for the time being, the

price of imported wheat was originally scheduled to rise by about 20% in October,

due to the impact of the yen's depreciation on exchange rates. Although the price has

been left unchanged due to the government's emergency measures, it is expected that

the amount by which it rises this year will be reflected in the wheat price in April of

next year. Therefore, although we initially thought that the fight against food inflation

would be limited to Fiscal 2023, it will continue through Fiscal 2024. We will make

sure to win this battle by taking firm action on price revisions.

Due to the nature of our businesses, the processed food business, yeast business, and

the Australia flour milling business will be first to incur costs, which will be

subsequently passed on in prices, and this will have a negative impact on our profits

in Fiscal 2023. We will most certainly catch up and compensate for this.
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Please see page 8.

International wheat market prices remain at high levels due to the continued tensions

over the situation in Ukraine and Russia.
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Please see page 9.

The full-year results forecast is shown in the table here.

Net sales are expected to increase, and operating profit is expected to rise, despite the

negative impact to the food business, due to steady bran prices in the domestic flour

milling business and strong results in the overseas flour milling business, and a

decrease in depreciation and amortization expenses resulting from implementing the

impairment loss in the Australia flour milling business.

However, profit is expected to be in the red due to impairment losses in the Australia

flour milling business, although the gain on sales of investment securities is factored

in to some extent.
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Page 10 shows the factors affecting the change in operating profit in the full-year

results forecast from the previous year's actual results.

The increase is mainly due to a decrease in depreciation and amortization expenses

resulting from the impairment losses in the Australia flour milling business.



Please see page 11.

As I mentioned at the beginning of this presentation, our cash position and core

business foundation remain strong, and we will keep our dividend unchanged. In

addition, we will always proactively consider increasing dividends according to the

progress of the Medium-Term Management Plan.
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Next, I will explain our Medium-Term Management Plan 2026.

This is a five-year plan covering the period from Fiscal 2023 to Fiscal 2027.
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Please see page 14.

Numerical targets, compared with the base year of Fiscal 2022, are as shown in this

table.

The targets for Fiscal 2027 are sales of 900 billion yen, operating profit of 48 billion

yen, EPS of 110 yen, and ROE of 7%.

These targets were discussed and formulated with each of our operating companies,

and we believe that these targets are achievable if the entire Group works together to

achieve them.
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The diagram on page 15 shows the positioning of this Medium-Term Management

Plan.
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Please see page 16.

Regarding the basic policies, these are the three that I presented at the financial

results briefing in May to form the image of the Group that we are aiming for.

We will strive to be a key company of the food industry.
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Please refer to page 17.

The first of the basic policies, Stimulate the Group’s ability to grow by restructuring

the business portfolio, will be based on four strategies: strategy to enhance business

competitiveness, R&D strategy, new business development and M&A strategies, and

digital strategy.
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Please see page 18.

As for the second basic policy, which is Enhance management by clarifying our

business’ relationships toward stakeholders, we aim to be a company that is trusted

by people around the world by steadfastly fulfilling our responsibility to provide a

stable supply of food.

For our shareholders, we believe that our role is to realize an appropriate TSR by

strengthening our corporate value over the long term.

In addition, even under the separated corporate structure, as the leader of the entire

Group, I will work directly with customers and business partners to reinforce our

relationships with them.
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Please see page 19.

The third basic policy is Integrate ESG into management strategy, implement by

adapting to social trends. In particular, we will position E, environment, as the most

important priority for management.
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Please refer to page 20.

Our approach to business portfolio restructuring is to promote selection and

concentration on the criterion of "businesses that are or can become the top in a

certain business area (in terms of competitively significant areas)."

To date, the Group has been steadily restructuring its business portfolio based on this

approach. We intend to continue this process to further strengthen business

competitiveness.
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Please see page 21.

We believe that the core businesses of the domestic flour milling business, the

domestic processed foods business, and the domestic yeast business will be able to

earn stable revenue even amid cost inflation by accumulating high market shares and

productivity improvements. The high level of trust we have earned from our

customers is a valuable asset.
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Please see page 22.

Our core businesses have the capacity to grow steadily and continue to generate cash

going forward.

The fight against international trade agreements in the 2010s formed the foundation

for our core businesses. As a result, we have secured a certain degree of consistency

in border measures for raw wheat and wheat-related products, and we believe we can

continue to keep our businesses operating steadily over the long term.

Based on this understanding, we have aggressively invested in our core businesses in

Japan over the past several years. The new Mizushima Plant, acquisition of

Kumamoto Flour Milling Co., Ltd., and the business alliance with ZEN-NOH are

examples of such measures. We will continue to promote domestic investment.

Another thing I would like to emphasize is that even amid food inflation, the

revenues of these core businesses remain solid. There is a certain degree of decline in

demand and delayed response to cost shifting, but I would like to make this clear to

all of you.
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Please see page 23.

In the Medium-Term Management Plan, the most important measures for the

domestic flour milling business are the new Mizushima Plant and Kumamoto Flour

Milling acquisition projects. I was in charge of both projects at Nisshin Seifun, and I

will remain involved in them to ensure that everything properly completed.

Kumamoto Flour Milling is one of the few prominent companies in the flour milling

industry, and as a Group, we will be taking in rice flour and buckwheat flour, in

which we possess no expertise. In addition, this purchase will further boost our cost

competitiveness in the Kyushu region.
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Please see page 24.

Over the past 30 years, we have increased our share of the domestic flour milling

business from around 1/3 to approximately 40%. During this period, we have also

been improving the structure of our flour milling plants, consolidating small-scale

inland plants into large coastal plants.

As a result, shown in the graph on the right, the amount of flour produced per

employee has increased dramatically.
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Please see page 25.

In the domestic processed food business, we will achieve the intended effects of the

change to our corporate name that was conducted in January 2022 and build the

brand's power.

In terms of production sites, we have been promoting an optimized global production

system, and will continue to make necessary investments in Japan and overseas in

anticipation of further demand growth.

Specifically, we will strive to expand sales expansion in frozen foods and

commercial-use businesses during the period of the Medium-Term Management Plan.
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Please see page 26.

Regarding our core business, the plan is to drive growth in our overseas business by

leveraging the sources of competitive advantage we have accumulated to date, such

as cost competitiveness, procurement capabilities, and proposals to customers.

In the overseas business, we are aiming for net sales of 270 billion yen and an

operating profit of 18 billion yen in Fiscal 2027, which is the final year of the

Medium-Term Management Plan, by realizing effects including those of the India

yeast business's full-scale operation, in addition to the recovery of business results

and a reduced depreciation and amortization burden in the Australia business.
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Please see page 27.

The most competitive of these businesses is the flour milling business. Despite the

recent impairment loss in Australia, its ability to manage overseas operations is No. 1

among the Group's business units.

The U.S. flour milling business is highly profitable, supported by the market

environment, and we will consider new investments to maintain and strengthen this

business, aiming for growth and cost reductions.

We will also consider new investments in regions where we can take advantage of the

Group's strengths, using the cash we will generate during the Medium-Term

Management Plan period.
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Please see page 28.

Now, let us examine the Australia flour milling business in detail.

By promoting performance improvement measures, and taking into account the

impact of reduced depreciation and amortization of goodwill and other assets due to

impairment loss, we forecast a profit increase of 10.3 billion yen in Fiscal 2027.

Regarding the Australian market, I directly observed that the flow of people has

recovered, but in addition to changes in the retail in-store bakery market and cost

hikes, the biggest challenge is the supply chain disruption caused by labor shortages.

We have considered this situation and formulated the measures that must put into

action. I believe it will be difficult to achieve these figures unless we expend every

effort both locally and in Japan, but the figures for Fiscal 2027 are those that the local

CEO has committed to me.

Although I believe that the measures themselves will be replaced with others in the

future, I will do my very best to enact whatever measures are in place at the time.
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Please see page 29.

These are details of the performance improvement measures we have organized on

this occasion.

We will bring about the effects described on the previous page by promoting

continual cost reductions, growing sales in core products that leverage our strengths,

selecting profitable markets, and branding.

After the announcement of the impairment loss on October 19, I spoke with the local

CEO again to discuss how we can work together to fulfill the revised business plan,

and the CEO answered that although the business environment is challenging, he is

confident that we will be able to reach the figures in this plan.

The content of the measures will alter somewhat based on changes in the

environment, but I will be proactively involved in achieving the plan's figures.
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Please see page 30.

We will also consider and implement the next investment in the overseas processed

food business.

Although each of our sites is mainly positioned as a production site for Japan except

for prepared mix, we will promote local sales during the Medium-Term Management

Plan.

We believe there is demand for high-quality Japanese processed foods, and will focus

on initiatives to promote them.
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Please see page 31.

The yeast business in India began operations in August of this year and is carrying

out production, sales, and deliveries. Although this plant produces more than our

entire yeast production capacity in Japan, the Indian market uses a lot of imported

dry yeast, and there is demand for high-quality, fresh yeast.

It will take some time to develop new customers, which will have a negative impact

on revenue for a while, but by increasing the capacity utilization ratio through

expanding sales, we expect to reach full operating capacity during the term of the

Medium-Term Management Plan. As a result, it will also contribute to profits in

Fiscal 2027.

I will visit the site in December to share my thoughts with local directors and officers

as the plant moves toward full-scale operation.
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Please see page 32.

The most promising area for business growth in Japan is the prepared dishes and

other prepared foods business.

The market has grown by about 20% just in the past 10 years, and we will continue to

see growth as the externalization of food continues.

The significance of engaging in this business is that we can leverage the automation

technology we have cultivated in this labor-intensive business and improve quality

through the fruits of our research and development.

We also believe that this business will help to expand the entire Group's sales against

the backdrop of our food-related development capabilities, including wheat flour,

prepared mixes, and pasta, through collaboration with the flour milling and processed

food businesses.

Actually, I have visited some prepared dishes plants and am certain that we can attain

this goal, and we are incorporating this into our Medium-Term Management Plan

with confidence.
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Please see page 33.

In addition to these businesses, there are others showing great promise.

The biotechnology business is essential for various research materials used by

domestic pharmaceutical manufacturers, universities, and other research institutions,

and we hold a competitive advantage in this field that no other company can match.

Among these, we believe we can collaborate with the healthcare foods business based

on our knowledge of raw materials for diagnostic reagents, and this initiative will

take shape in the Medium-Term Management Plan.

Moreover, although the engineering business and the mesh cloth business were each

derived from the flour milling business, they have evolved independently and hold a

strong competitive edge in their respective fields. Since customers in these two

businesses overlap in some areas, we will promote collaboration between them.

We will also promote new businesses, including collaboration with startup companies

and through M&As.
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We will summarize other key strategies from page 34.
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Please see page 35.

The R&D strategy, which will be the source of the company's competitiveness, will

focus on the following priority areas: food ingredients with health functions,

processing technology for prepared dishes and other prepared foods, food technology,

and automation.
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Please see page 36.

As I explained earlier in the new business challenge, this is how our technology has

been derived, and we will try to expand its area.
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Please see page 37.

Regarding the digital strategy, we are proceeding by establishing specialized units at

the Group headquarters and at each operating company, and we will centralize the

data and aim to apply it to production and sales.

Human resource development for this purpose is being pushed at a rapid pace. We

will also advance cyber-security measures as a defense.
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Please see page 38.

The human resource strategy is also vital. Even under the separated corporate

structure, I will evaluate human resources and discuss and implement their optimal

placement with the presidents of each business so that the entire Group can place

people where they will do the most good.
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Please see page 41.

We regard environmental measures as important, as have made them an independent

item in our Medium-Term Management Plan.

In my view, I think that with the current extension, it will be difficult to achieve the

long-term target stated here of reducing CO₂ emissions from Group-owned facilities

to net zero by 2050 and a 50% reduction in CO2 emissions by 2030 compared with

the fiscal 2014 level.

We are currently deepening discussions within the Group, and will try to consider

how this can be accomplished, and put the necessary investments and expenditures in

place. I will skip any detailed explanation today due to the time limit, but we will

cover them at another time once the actual discussions have progressed.
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Please see page 44.

Regarding the capital policy, we have not changed our basic approach.

In my opinion, I do not think it is necessary to accumulate more cash, even though we

are in the business of dealing with major foodstuffs and it is a prerequisite to ensure a

certain degree of financial stability.

Therefore, we plan to use up the operating cash flow we will generate during the

period of the Medium-Term Management Plan through investments and shareholder

returns.

We will also reduce our cross-shareholdings, which are often pointed out to us, while

taking into consideration our relationship with our business partners.

Furthermore, we are looking at clarifying management and investment with an

awareness of capital costs, and have begun to consider specific measures.

Moreover, we are considering strategies to grow each business in the Group and to

increase corporate value, rather than focusing solely on ROIC.
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Please see page 45.

The level of operating cash flow we will generate is expected to rise further during

the period of the Medium-Term Management Plan.
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Please see page 46.

The diagram here is a schematic representation of what I have just described.

We would like to make investments with an awareness of the environment, the digital

realm, and of our research facilities.
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Please see page 48.

Numerical targets, explained on page 14, are shown again on this page.
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Please see page 49.

As I have already explained numerical targets for our overseas business, let me

summarize them here.

We are targeting 30% of net sales and 37.5% of operating profit to come from

overseas operations in Fiscal 2027.

That is all for my presentation.

Thank you very much for your attention.
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